
Monday November 6th  
Lesson 12 Vocabulary  
1 adorn (uh DORN) V. to decorate, especially with ornaments  
2 chalice (CHAL is) N. a goblet  
3 chivalry (SHIV uhl ree) N. the special qualities of knighthood, such as valor, honesty, and 
courtesy  
4 clad (klad) ADJ. clothed; dressed  
5 clan (klan) N. a family group  

Ch. 7 Lesson 5 Other Problem Subjects 
Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 
1 The novel Great Expectations (has, have) been made into a movie. 
2 One hundred dollars (is, are) not much to pay for a good guitar. 
    
 
Tuesday November 7th   
Lesson 12 Vocabulary  
6 dictum (DIK tuhm) N. a formal, authoritative pronouncement  
7 domain (doh MAYN) N. territory controlled or dominated by someone or something 
8 ember (EM bur) N. a burning or live fragment from a fire; a live coal  
9 hilt (hilt) N. the handle of a sword or dagger  
10 homage (HAHM ij) N. reverential or great respect given or shown  

Ch. 7 Lesson 5 Other Problem Subjects 
Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 
3 Aeronautics (is, are) the science of making and flying aircraft. 
4 Two-thirds of the pie (has, have) already been eaten. 
 
Wednesday November 8th    
Lesson 12 Vocabulary  
11 lore (lor) N. traditional knowledge or belief 
12 medieval (MEE DEE vuhl) ADJ. characteristic of the Middle Ages  
13 minstrel (MIN struhl) N. a musician of medieval times  
14 peril (PER uhl) N. risk or danger  
15 portent (POR TENT) N. a sign of things to come  

Ch. 7 Lesson 5 Other Problem Subjects 
Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 
5 The herd of cattle (is, are) being driven by cowboys. 
6 The Spanish Club (meet, meets) every Thursday during the school year. 
 
Thursday November 9th     
Lesson 12 Vocabulary  
16 relic (REL ik) N. a remaining fragment of something lost or destroyed  
17 sage (sayj) N. a wise and learned man  
18 secluded (si KLOO did) ADJ. separated; isolated  
19 tyrant (TY ruhnt) N. an absolute ruler who may be cruel and oppressive  
20 valiant (VAL yuhnt) ADJ. courageous 

Ch. 7 Lesson 5 Other Problem Subjects 
Choose the verb that agrees with the subject in each sentence. 
7 Three hours (is, are) a long time to watch a movie. 
8 The musical Cats (is, are) based on a group of poems by T. S. Eliot.  
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